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|;t[Ttrn 
between a transition stare and an intermediate state of an organic

offiucleophilic substitution

(iD

(iii)

Explain the main features of t*t and SN2 reactioris.

In what way, the polar solvent is affecting the mode
reactions.

Consider.the following SN 
I solvolysis reaction
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CHa

!:s vr*g
t
{

+ oH- ----------------
(Ditute)

write the product and rate expression of the above reaction.

what will happen on the reaction rate when doubring the concentration of turr-
iodide and OH-?

Contd.

the mechanism for the above reaction



(iv) Draw the fully labelled energy profile diagram. In the diagram, clearly ,"r,.-r-l
reactants, transition state(s), intermediate(s) and products. 
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(c) Arrange the following compounds in the increasing order of their b

reasont;-answers 

r*, r-, I- 0 +lv t.", J_
t'

i (to Marks) 

|1l
At- 500oc, cyclopropane (c3H6) rearranges to propene (ci{:cHCH2). The reacli{rr i, nur 

Iorder with arate conygant of 6.7xl0a s-' '/- - --- --l - '" ^"- 

|i) calculate the molarity of cyclopropane after 25 minutes if the initial concentration is I
0.25 M 

Iii) How many minutes does it take for the concentration of cyclopropane to Arop from I0.150 M to 0.050 M at 500 "c? ' _- 

|iii) What is the half-life for the reaction at 500 oC 
I

iv) How long does it take for the concentrarion to drop to 25o/o of the o.igim 
Iconcentration at 500 "C?

2.

a)

(50 Marks)

Contd.



f 
The mechanism of the reaction Hz@) + Br2(g) + ZHBr(g) is given by the following step

1 

reactrons.

I r,z\ B, + B,

I , r+Hz\nn,+u
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I ,rrBr*u\Br2+M

I

I , writetheexpressions *, ry *o #


